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In this paper, we discuss the distribution of loanwords in two dialect areas of Dutch. More specifically, 
we use four semantic fields (viz. clothing and personal hygiene; personality and feelings; society, school 
and education; church and religion) of the digitized databases of the dictionaries of the Brabantic and 
Limburgish dialects (WBD III, 1.3, 1.4, 3.1, 3.3, WLD III, 1.3, 1.4, 3.1, 3.3). By employing quantitative 
techniques to analyze the data from these onomasiological dictionaries, we first show that the 
geographical distribution of loanwords varies across the dialect areas. While the Latin and French words 
occur throughout the area of the Brabantic and Limburgish dialects, the German lexemes are less 
frequent and they have a more limited geographical scope. More specifically, German is predominantly 
used close to the border between Limburg in the Netherlands and Germany.  
Second, we inquire into semantic factors that influence when loanwords are used in dialect data. More 
specifically, we aim to determine which concepts are most often referred to with foreign material. 
Preliminary analyses indicate that the French and Latin loanwords occur significantly more frequently in 
the fields of clothing and personal hygiene and church and religion, respectively. In the region where 
German loanwords occur, they seem to be used most to refer to emotion concepts that involve a certain 
degree of involvement (e.g. frech for INSOLENT).  
Overall, these results confirm that loanwords  reflect the structure of society throughout history to a 
large extent (e.g. Van der Sijs 1996: xxxi). The semantics and the geographical distribution of the 
borrowed lexemes shows that both traces of language contact with a more prestigious variety (viz. 
French and Latin) and of a traditional dialect continuum can be found in lexical dialect data.  
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